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Address Helios Energy Europe, S.L. 
Pza. del Xarol, 13-15 
Pol. Ind. Les Guixeres 
08915 Badalona

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Helios Energy Europe SL (HELIENE) after having manufactured more than 15,000 modules and testing in different laboratories on materials strength
and aging has decided to extend the duration of the guarantee against manufacturing defects on all modules manufactured from this date 5 to 10
years and to give the indication of this improvement in all technical, security certificates and other technical documentation affected.  

Solar Module HEE110U

The new HELIENE HEE110U solar modules series assemble last generation multicrystalline solar cells. Their absorber surface and their collecting
bars system provide an aesthetic good look and higher power output. Different power rates class allow to adjust power needs in every project with the
highest flexibility. 

Solar module HEE120M

The new HELIENE HEE120M solar modules series assemble last generation monocrystalline solar cells. Their absorber surface and their collecting
bars system provide an aesthetic good look and higher power output. Different power rates class allow to adjust power needs in every project with the
highest flexibility. 

Solar module HEE210U

Assemble last generation multicrystalline solar cells. 

Solar module HEE215M

Assemble last generation monocrystalline solar cells designed and manufactured in Germany by Sunways. 
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